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Abstract

2. RTVE database
The RTVE (Radio Televisión Española) database consists of a
collection of 15 different TV shows broadcast by the Spanish
public TV station between 2015 and 2018. It comprises 569
hours of audio data, from which 460 hours are provided with
subtitles, and 109 hours have been human-revised. In addition, the database includes 3 million sentences extracted from
the subtitles of 2017 broadcast news at the RTVE 24H Channel.
The database is provided in five partitions: subs-C24H, the
3M text dataset from the RTVE 24H channel; train, that comprises 463 hours of audio data with non-verbatim subtitles from
16 TV shows; and dev1, dev2, test, consisting of 57, 15 and 40
hours from 5, 2 and 8 different TV shows, respectively. dev1
and dev2 sets were provided with manual corrected transcripts,
while the test set was used to gauge the performance of the participant systems. It is important to note that there is a certain
overlap between dev1, dev2, test and the train set in terms of
TV-shows.
In order to have available as many training data as possible
during the development stage of the closed-condition system,
we decided to split dev1 into two subsets: dev1-train, comprising 43 hours of raw audio to be used for acoustic and language
model training; and dev1-dev, 15 hours to be used internally as
development data to optimize different components of the system. This split was done at the file level, trying to satisfy that
dev1-dev have similar size to dev2, and that both dev1 subsets
include files from the same TV shows. We used dev2 as a test
set to measure the performance of the system on unseen data.

This paper describes the Automatic Speech Recognition systems built by the MLLP research group of Universitat
Politècnica de València and the HLTPR research group of
RWTH Aachen for the IberSpeech-RTVE 2018 Speech-to-Text
Transcription Challenge. We participated in both the closed and
the open training conditions.
The best system built for the closed condition was an hybrid BLSTM-HMM ASR system using one-pass decoding with
a combination of a RNN LM and show-adapted n-gram LMs.
It was trained on a set of reliable speech data extracted from the
train and dev1 sets using MLLP’s transLectures-UPV toolkit
(TLK) and TensorFlow. This system achieved 20.0% WER on
the dev2 set.
For the open condition we used approx. 3800 hours of outof-domain training data from multiple sources and trained a
one-pass hybrid BLSTM-HMM ASR system using open-source
tools RASR and RETURNN developed at RWTH Aachen. This
system scored 15.6% WER on the dev2 set. The highlights of
these systems include robust speech data filtering for acoustic
model training and show-specific language modeling.
Index Terms: Automatic Speech Recognition, Acoustic Modeling, Language Modeling, Speech Data Filtering.

1. Introduction

3. Closed-condition system

This paper describes the joint collaboration between the Machine Learning and Language Processing (MLLP) research
group from the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV)
and the Human Language Technology and Pattern Recognition
(HLTPR) research group from the RWTH Aachen University for
the participation in the IberSpeech-RTVE 2018 Speech-to-Text
transcription challenge, that will be held during the IberSpeech
2018 conference in Barcelona, Spain. Our participation consisted of the submission of three systems: one primary and one
contrastive for the closed system training condition, and one
primary for the open condition.

3.1. Speech data filtering
Under the closed training conditions, it is extremely important
to make the most of the provided training data, specially when
it is scarce and/or noisy. This is the case of the RTVE database:
on the one hand, the train set comprises only 463 hours of audio, which is not much compared with the amount of data used
to train current state-of-the-art systems [1, 2]. On the other
hand, training data is not provided with verbatim transcripts
but with approximate subtitles. This becomes a major concern
when using recurrent neural networks for acoustic modeling, as
the accuracy drops significantly when using noisy training data.
Therefore, a robust speech data filtering procedure becomes a
key point to achieve high ASR performance.
After examining some random samples from train, dev1
and dev2 sets, we first-hand checked that the provided subtitles are far from being verbatim transcripts, but also noted the

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 describes the RTVE database that was provided by the
organizers of the challenge. Second, in Section 3 we describe
the ASR systems we developed under the closed training conditions. Next, Section 4 details the ASR system that participated
in the open training conditions. Finally, Section 5 provides a
summary of the work and gives some concluding remarks.
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Table 2: Corpus statistics of the text data used for LM training.

presence of 1) subtitle/transcription gaps, 2) subtitle files with
no timestamps, 3) audio files considerably larger than their corresponding subtitle files, 4) subtitle files covering timestamps
that exceed the length of their corresponding audio file, or 5)
human transcription errors in dev1, among others.
For all these reasons, we applied the following speech data
filtering pipeline. As subtitle timestamps 1) are not reliable in
the train set, 2) are not given in dev1, and 3) are given only at
speaker-turn level in dev2, we first force-aligned each audio file
to its corresponding subtitle/transcript text. We did this using
a preexisting hybrid CD-DNN-HMM ASR [3] system in which
the search space was constrained to recognize the exact text (no
language model was involved in this procedure), with the only
freedom of exploring the different word pronunciations given
by the lexicon model and of using an optional silence phoneme
at the beginning of each word. In this way we computed the best
alignment between the input frame sequence to the sequence
of HMM states inferred from the subtitle/transcript text. Then,
we applied a heuristic post-filtering based on state-level frame
occupation and word-level alignment scores: if either an HMM
state is aligned to more frames than the observed average state
frame occupation + two times the observed standard deviation,
or a word whose average alignment score is lower than a given
threshold, then the corresponding word alignment is considered
noisy and the word is removed. Next, we completely discarded
those files in which more than two thirds of the words were
filtered out in the previous step. Finally, we built a clean training
corpus by joining words into segments whose boundaries were
delimited by large-enough silences and deleted words.

train
subs-C24H
RNN-train
dev1-dev
dev2

train
dev1-train
dev1-dev
dev2
Overall

463
43
14
15
535

Aligned
Raw Speech
438
252
31
24
12
9
12
9
493
294

Running words
4.3M
57M
35M
160K
150K

Vocabulary
80K
160K
176K
13K
12K

3.2. Acoustic modeling
The acoustic models (AM) used during the development of the
MLLP-RWTH c1-dev closed system were trained using filtered
speech data from train and dev1-train sets, that is, 205 hours
of training speech data. We extracted 16-dim. MFCC features
augmented by the full first and second time derivatives, resuling
in 48-dim. features.
Our acoustic models were based on the hybrid approach [4,
5]. We first trained a conventional context-dependent Gaussian mixture model hidden Markov model (CD-GMM-HMM)
with three left-to-right states. The state-tying schema was estimated following a phonetic decision tree approach [6], resulting
in 8.9K tied states. The GMM acoustic model was used to force
align the training data. We then trained a context-dependent
feed-forward DNN-HMM using a context window of 11 frames,
six hidden layers with ReLU activation functions and 2048 units
per layer. We used the transLectures-UPV toolkit (TLK) [7] to
train both GMM and DNN acoustic models.
Apart from the feed-forward model, we also trained a
BLSTM-HMM model [5]. The DNN was used to refine the
alignment between input acoustic features and HMM states. We
then trained the BLSTM-HMM model using the open source
toolkit TensorFlow [8] and TLK. The BLSTM network consisted of four bidirectional hidden layers with 512 LSTM cells
per layer and per direction.
In order to increase the amount of training data, the final
submitted system (MLLP-RWTH p-final closed) was retrained
on a total of about 218 hours from sets train, dev1 and dev2.

Table 1: Number of raw, aligned raw, aligned speech, and filtered speech hours as a result of applying the speech data filtering pipeline to the whole RTVE database.
Raw

Sentences
340K
3.1M
1.8M
9.9K
7.7K

Filtered
Speech
187
18
7
6
218

3.3. Language modeling
Our language model (LM) for the closed condition consists of
a combination of several n-gram models and a recurrent neural
network (RNN) model. Also, since TV shows of each audio file
are known in advance, we performed an LM adaptation at the
n-gram model level.
First, we extracted sentences from all .srt and .trn files.
Then we applied a common text processing pipeline to normalize capitalization, remove punctuation marks, expand contractions (i.e. sr. → señor) and transliterate numbers. As already
mentioned, we split dev1 into two subsets, dev1-train and dev1dev, in order to include dev1-train in training. Thus, in this
section, we will refer to the combination of train and dev1-train
simply as train. For LSTM LM training, we concatenated the
train and subs-C24H sets into a single training file and removed
redundancy by discarding repeated sentences. Also, sentences
were shuffled after each epoch to allow better generalization. To
carry out TV-show LM adaptation experiments, we randomly
extracted 500 sentences of each TV show from the train set to
be used as validation data in the adaptation process. Table 2
provides corpus statistics after normalization.
Second, to define our closed-condition system’s vocabulary,
we first computed the vocabulary of both train and subs-C24H
sets, and then removed singletons, so that language models can
properly model unknown word probabilities. After applying
these two steps, the resulting vocabulary had 132K words. The
out-of-vocabulary ratios of dev1-dev and dev2 sets were 0.36%
and 0.53%, respectively.

Table 1 shows the result of applying this speech data filtering pipeline to the train, dev1 and dev2 sets. The second
column shows the raw audio length in hours of each set. The
third refers to the amount of raw hours that could be aligned to
the corresponding subtitle/transcript text by our alignment system. It must be noted that there were some audio files that the
system was not capable to align. This happens when none of
the active hypotheses can reach the final HMM state at the last
time step, due to an excessive histogram pruning or due to an
non-matching transcript. For this reason, 42 hours of audio data
could not be aligned. The fourth column gives the total amount
of aligned speech data after removing non-speech events that
were aligned to the silence phoneme. Surprisingly, the original
438 raw hours from the train set were reduced to 252 hours of
speech data, i.e. we detected 186 hours of non-speech events.
After some manual analysis of the alignments, we found that
a significant portion of these 186 hours is explained by nonsubtitled speech, whose corresponding audio frames were in
practice aligned to the silence phoneme. Finally, the fifth column shows the number of hours of clean speech data after applying the described heuristic post-filtering procedure and after
discarding files that shown a high word rejection rate. Starting
with the original 535 hours of raw audio, we aligned 294 hours
of speech, from which we rejected 76 hours of noisy data, ending up with 218 hours of speech suitable for acoustic training.
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Table 3: Perplexities of the different LM components.
(a) N -gram train
(b) N -gram subs-C24H
(c) N -gram show-specific
(d) N -gram general (a+b)
(e) N -gram adapt (a+b+c)
(f) RNN
(g) RNN+N -gram general (d+f)
(h) RNN+N -gram adapt (e+f)

dev1-dev
139.6
161.2
184.0
107.0
99.5
92.3
78.2
68.9

search pruning parameters were optimized on the dev1-dev set.
Table 4 shows the results on both dev1-dev and dev2 sets. As
expected, the BLSTM acoustic model outperformed the feedforward model by 12.2% relative.

dev2
183.0
193.4
294.3
147.5
139.1
110.7
101.8
99.2

Table 4: Comparison of the CD-FFDNN-HMM and BLSTMHMM acoustic models using the general n-gram language
model. Results in WER % and relative WER % improvement.

FFDNN
BLSTM

Third, we trained two standard Kneser-Ney smoothed 4gram LMs on the train and subs-C24H sets using the SRILM
toolkit [9]. Rows (a) and (b) of Table 3 show the perplexities
obtained with these models on the dev1-dev and dev2 sets. In
addition to these two general n-gram LMs, we trained one ngram LM for each TV show. Row (c) of Table 3 shows the
averaged perplexity of the corresponding TV-show-specific LM
for each file.
Next, we trained a RNN LM using the Variance Regularization (VR) criterion [10]. This criterion reduces the computational cost during the test phase. Our models were trained on
GPU devices using the CUED-RNNLM toolkit [11]. The network setup was optimized to minimize perplexity on the dev1dev set. It consisted of a 1024-unit embedding layer and a hidden LSTM layer of 1024 units. The output layer is a 132K-unit
softmax, whose size corresponds to the vocabulary size. The
perplexities obtained with this network are depicted in Row (f)
of Table 3.
Then, the combination of the LMs was done in two steps.
Firstly, we performed a linear interpolation of n-gram models.
For the general, non-adapted models, we interpolated the LMs
estimated on the train and the subs-C24H sets by minimizing
the perplexity on dev1-dev [12]. Row (d) of Table 3 shows the
perplexities for this particular LM combination. For each showspecific LM, we performed a three-way interpolation: the individual show-specific LM, the train LM and the subs-C24H LM.
In this case, interpolation weights were optimized individually
for each TV show so that the perplexity was minimized on the
corresponding 500-sentence show-specific validation set, similarly to the approach followed in [13, 14]. Secondly, we combined the interpolated n-gram LMs with the RNN LM. Other
than the static interpolation of n-gram LMs, the result of this
step is not a new monolithic model, but a set of interpolation
weights to be used on-the-go by the ASR decoder during search.
Perplexities for the combination of the RNN LM with the general and the adapted n-gram LMs can be found in Rows (g)
and (h) of Table 3.
Finally, to take the most of the provided data, the final submitted system (MLLP-RWTH p-final closed) was trained using
the same hyper-parameters values estimated during the development stage, but using also dev1-dev and dev2 sets as part of
the training data.

dev1-dev
WER
29.7
26.5

WER
27.1
23.8

dev2
∆WER
12.2

Next, we analyzed the contribution of different LM combinations during search, leaving fixed the acoustic model to the
best BLSTM neural network. Specifically, we carried out recognition experiments using (1) the general n-gram LM, (2) the
RNN LM, (3) the interpolation of the RNN LM with the general n-gram LM, and (4) the interpolation of the RNN LM with
the adapted, show-specific n-gram LMs. Table 5 shows perplexities and WERs for the dev1-dev and dev2 sets over these
four different LM setups.
Table 5: Comparison of different language model combinations
using the BLSTM-HMM acoustic model in terms of perplexity,
WER % and relative WER % improvement.
dev1-dev
PPL WER
n-gram general
107 26.5
RNN
92 26.2
RNN + n-gram general 78 25.3
RNN + n-gram adapt
69 24.8

PPL
148
111
102
99

dev2
WER ∆WER
23.8
23.0
3.4
22.4
5.9
22.4
5.9

The best results were obtained with the combination of
RNN and n-gram models, showing a consistent 6% relative improvement in both sets over the baseline general n-gram LM. It
is worth noting that in terms of WER, the improvement from using adapted models does not translate to dev2. As dev1-dev and
dev2 contain different shows with strongly varying amounts of
show-specific text data available for training, not all shows benefit from adaptation equally. Anyway, since the adaption does
not degrade the system performance, and given the good improvement seen on dev1-dev, we decided to use the combination
of RNN LMs plus adapted n-gram LMs for the final system.
Looking at the system outputs, after carrying out error analysis, we realized that our VAD module [15] was discarding a
significant amount of speech regions in the audio files. This
significantly affected the WER by increasing the number of
deletions. For this reason, we decided to explore other audio segmentation approaches and compare its performance in
terms of WER. Concretely, we compared the following approaches: (1) our baseline MLLP-UPV VAD system, based on
a speech/non-speech GMM-HMM classifier that ranked second
in the Albayzin-2012 audio segmentation challenge [15]; (2)
The LIUM Speaker Diarization Tools, a VAD system based
on Generalized Likelihood Ratio between speech/non-speech
Gaussian models [16]; (3) The well-known CMUseg audio segmentation system using the standard configuration [17]; (4) Apply a fast pre-recognition step to segment the audio file by the
recognized silences, using the best CD-FFDNN-HMM acoustic
model and a pruned version of the general n-gram LM; and (5)
Use the segments generated in (4), and apply VAD the system
(1) to classify those segments into speech/non-speech. It is important to note that (3) and (4) are not VAD systems but just audio segmenters, so all detected segments are considered speech,

3.4. Experiments and results
In this section we describe the experiments carried out to determine the best closed training condition system. Our experiments were devoted to assess three components of the system: acoustic models, language models and voice activity detection (VAD) modules. In all cases we used the TLK toolkit
decoder [7] for recognizing test data using a one-pass decoding
setup.
First, we compared the performance of the CD-FFDNNHMMs and BLSTM-HMMs acoustic models described in Section 3.2. In both cases we used the general n-gram language
model described in Section 3.3. Grammar scale factor and
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scribed speech from several sources, covering a variety of domains and acoustic conditions. The collection consists of subtitled videos crawled from Spanish and Latin American websites.
We used a pronunciation lexicon with a vocabulary size
of 325k with one or more pronunciation variants. The acoustic model takes 80-dim. MFCC features as input and estimates
state posterior probabilities for 5000 tied triphone states. The
state tying was obtained by estimating a classification and regression tree (CART) on all available training data. Acoustic modeling was done using a bi-directional LSTM network
with four layers and 512 LSTM units in each layer. About 30%
of activations are dropped in each layer for regularization purpose [22]. During training we minimized the cross-entropy of
a network generated distribution in the softmax output layer at
aligned label positions using a Viterbi alignment defined over
the 5000 tied triphone states of the CART. We used the Adam
learning rate schedule [23] with integrated Nesterov momentum and further reduced the learning rate following a variant of
the Newbob scheme. We split input utterances into overlapping
chunks of roughly 10 seconds and perform an L2 normalization
of the gradients for each chunk. With the normalized gradients
the network is updated in a stochastic gradient descent manner
where batches containing up to 50 chunks are distributed over
eight GPU devices and recombined into a common network after roughly 500 chunks have been processed by all devices.
The language model for the single-pass HMM decoding is
a 5-gram count model trained with Kneser-Ney smoothing on a
large body of text data collected from multiple publicly available sources. Its perplexity on dev1-dev and dev2 is 173.5 and
173.2 respectively. This open-track system has reached a WER
of 18.3% and 15.6% on dev1-dev and dev2 without any speaker
or domain adaptation or model tuning.

i.e. all audio is passed through to the ASR. Table 6 shows the
WER for each of the five audio segmentation/VAD techniques,
including the ratio of discarded audio that is dropped by the
VAD prior to decoding.
Table 6: Comparison of different audio segmentation/VAD techniques using the BLSTM-HMM acoustic model and the combination of the RNN LM + adapted n-gram LM. Results in WER
% and relative WER % improvement and the ratio of dropped
audio.
dev1-dev
% drop. WER
MLLP-UPV (1)
10.9 24.8
LIUM (2)
7.1 23.7
CMUseg (3)
0 23.2
Pre-Recognition (4)
0 22.9
+ MLLP-UPV (5)
3.2 22.3

% drop.
5.9
3.9
0
0
3.3

dev2
WER ∆WER
22.4
20.8
7.1
20.9
6.7
20.6
8.0
20.0 10.7

As we expected, the baseline VAD system (1) was discarding too much segments, as it was too aggressive compared to other techniques. With either (2) or (3) we obtained
a consistent improvement. It was further increased up to 8%
by using (4). We decided then to combine this segmentation
with our baseline VAD system (1), which led us to achieve
an 11% relative WER improvement. In absolute terms, we
got a 2.4 WER points gain in dev2, with a final WER of
20.0%. This setup constituted our contrastive closed-condition
system (MLLP-RWTH c1-dev closed), whilst our primary system (MLLP-RWTH p-final closed) was the result of re-training
the same acoustic and language models with all available data,
as stated in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Finally we analyzed the speed of submitted system in terms
of Real Time Factor (RTF). We studied how tightening the pruning parameters affects the RTF and the WER. Also, to assess the
speed of a fast pre-recognition step to segment the audio signal,
we also did this comparison using the LIUM VAD system. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 7. First, a more ag-

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the description of the three systems that participated in the IberSpeech-RTVE 2018 Speech-toText transcription challenge. Two of them, one primary (MLLPRWTH p-final closed) and one contrastive (MLLP-RWTH c1dev closed), were submitted to the closed training conditions,
while the other one (MLLP-RWTH p-prod open) participated in
the open training track. On the one hand, our best development
closed-condition ASR system (MLLP-RWTH c1-dev closed),
consisting of a BLSTM-HMM acoustic model trained on a reliable set of 205 hours of training speech data, and a combination of both RNN and TV-show adapted n-gram language
models, achieved a competitive mark of 20.0% WER on the
dev2 set. Our final, primary closed-condition ASR system
(MLLP-RWTH p-final closed) should offer a similar or even
better performance as it followed the same system design setup
but trained with all available data, including both development
sets. On the other hand, our general-purpose open-condition
ASR system (MLLP-RWTH p-prod open), without carrying out
any speaker, domain nor model adaptation of any kind, scored
15.6% WER on the dev2 set.

Table 7: Speed analysis in terms of RTF an its effect on the
WER% over the dev2 set, either with the submitted system and
removing the pre-precognition step, using LIUM VAD instead.
Submitted system (1)
+ inc. prune
(1) with LIUM VAD
+ inc. prune

RTF
1.5
0.8
1.0
0.4

WER
20.0
20.3
20.9
21.3

gressive pruning speeds up the submitted system by 88% while
degrading the WER by 0.3% absolute. Next, if we replace the
pre-recognition step on the submitted system by the LIUM VAD
module, we get a speed-up of 50% at the cost of 0.9 points
WER. Finally, we could afford a very significant speed-up of
375% if we tighten the prune parameters when using LIUM
VAD, with a WER loss of 1.3 absolute points, although it would
still be a competitive system, scoring 21.3% WER points on
dev2.

4. Open-condition system
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